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Abstract

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are actively being explored as potential adsorbed

natural gas storage materials for small vehicles. Experimental exploration of potential

materials is limited by the throughput of synthetic chemistry. We here describe a

computational methodology to complement and guide these experimental efforts. The

method uses known chemical transformations in silico to identify MOFs with high

methane deliverable capacity. The procedure explicitly considers synthesizability with

geometric requirements on organic linkers. We efficiently search the composition and

conformation space of organic linkers for nine MOF networks, finding 48 materials

with higher predicted deliverable capacity (at 65 bar storage, 5.8 bar depletion, and

298 K) than MOF-5 in four of the nine networks. The best material has a predicted

deliverable capacity 8% higher than that of MOF-5.
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Introduction

MOFs are coordination networks consisting of metal ions or metal clusters, termed as sec-

ondary building units (SBUs), and organic binding ligands, termed as linkers. MOFs were

first described in the literature in 1995.1 After two decades of contributions, the number of

synthesized MOFs amount to several thousand.2 Due to their high porosities, high surface

area, and tunable chemistry, MOFs are regarded as a promising class of nano-porous ma-

terials.3 Potential applications of MOFs include drug delivery,4 sensing,5,6 purification,7–9

catalysis,10 and gas storage.11,12 In the gas storage application, in particular, MOFs appeal

as a competitive alternative to other materials, such as zeolites, because of their poten-

tially higher performance and adjustability.6,7,13 Computation predictions have extended the

number of potential MOFs to > 100, 000.14

From a practical point of view, one can only synthesize and test a small fraction of all

possible MOF materials, and computation predictions are useful for suggesting promising

sets of MOFs to synthesize. Existing prediction methods focus on simulation of the self-

assembly process, placing known SBUs into candidate periodic networks.14–16 A limitation

of these methods is that only pre-existing linkers are considered, with little or no exploration

of the space of possible organic linkers.

We here develop a de novo evolutionary algorithm to explore the composition and con-

figuration space of linker molecules to optimize methane deliverable capacity in predicted

MOFs. Since the linker, SBU, and topology can all vary, the chemical search space is nearly

infinite. This poses a fundamental problem for the current methods of library generation,

which are all based on brute force enumeration, as the number of compounds grows expo-

nentially with length and branching structure of the linkers. The vast majority of these

potential have poor methane delivery performance. Thus, it is desirable to efficiently sample

the part of the MOF composition space with favorable materials properties. We tackle this

issue by using an evolutionary algorithm to rapidly explore MOF linker composition space,

among MOFs with high predicted methane deliverable capacity. Our approach keeps track
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of the synthetic route of each proposed linker, with chemical reactants and corresponding

reactions, so that the linkers optimized for methane storage are also experimentally synthe-

sizable. The method described here is inspired both by the “biased Monte Carlo” methods

that revolutionized computer simulation17 and by the drug design field, in which over 55

lead compounds in various stages of clinical trials have been identified by in silico prediction

approaches.18

In this work, we predict MOFs with high methane deliverable capacity in nine different

networks, each formed with a specified SBU. For each network and chosen SBU, we evolve

a population of linker molecules and build MOFs to optimize methane deliverable capacity.

As will be described more fully below, the set of linker molecules is initialized from a set

of commercially available compounds. The linker molecules are evolved in silico by a set

of chemical reactions, so that only chemically-synthesizable linkers are considered as the

deliverable capacity is optimized. These in silico reactions are known to succeed with high

probability and high yield.19

Among the materials we predict are ones with a higher deliverable capacity than MOF-

5 (i.e., IRMOF-1), a well known MOF with a high methane deliverable capacity. The

experimentally measured capacity of MOF-5 is 177 v(STP)/v at 65 bar adsorption pressure,

5.8 bar delivery pressure, and 298 K.20–22 In all, we find 48 MOFs with a greater deliverable

capacity than MOF-5: 14 in acs, 24 in cds, 2 in nbo, and 8 in pcu, with the best deliverable

capacity found in pcu and 8% greater than MOF-5.

Methods

In general, we select nine well known networks, acs, cds, dia, hxg, lvt, nbo, pcu, rhr, and

sod, to search for MOFs with a high methane deliverable capacity. We assume that each

MOF consists of one type of SBU and one type of linker molecule. To optimize deliverable

capacity, we explore the compositional space of linker molecules. We require that each linker
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has two carboxylic groups to connect with exactly two SBUs. The flowchart of the evolution

algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Initialization
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Figure 1: Illustration of the algorithm. The precursor library is used for initialization, and
add and multiple add operation. One randomly chosen linker from the population undergoes
one of seven evolution operations. The produced linker is evaluated by two filters first, i.e.
number of torsions < 8 and number of sites = 2. If the linker passes these filters, it undergoes
molecular dynamics to produce a set of conformations. These linker conformations are
evaluated by the two additional filters of mean pairwise angle ≥ 155◦ and standard deviation
of pairwise distance < 0.5 Å. If the linker passes all filters, it is used to build a MOF of the
chosen network. Finally, if the constructed MOF has a greater deliverable capacity than the
lowest one in the current population, the linker is inserted into the population in rank order.

We use an evolutionary algorithm to evolve the MOF structures to optimize the methane

deliverable capacity. We use a population of 100 linker molecules, which is initialized by com-

pounds from a precursor library of commercially available molecules. The precursor library

contains next-day-available compounds from Sigma-Aldrich. It also contains compounds
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that are used in medicinal chemistry or as organic building blocks from Sigma-Aldrich. All

the compounds amount to 56,931 molecules in total. Up to five chemical addition reactions

may be applied to the linkers before they enter the initial population, because precursors

directly drawn from the library may often lead to low deliverable capacity in the initial pop-

ulation. It is important to note that the population size remains 100 at all times after the

initialization.

In each generation, one molecule undergoes one of seven evolution operations randomly

producing a secondary molecule. One molecule is first randomly picked in the population.

One of seven evolution operations is then uniformly and randomly chosen, and applied to

the linker. If it is chemically impossible for the chosen operation to be applied to the linker,

another operation will be chosen, until one is eventually performed. The evolution operations

are as follows:

1. Add. One chemically applicable reaction is randomly chosen from a list of 84 entries.19

These reactions are adjusted from an original set of 70 reactions.23 If it is a zero-order

reaction, no more reactants are needed; otherwise, if it is a first-order reaction, one more

reactant is chosen randomly from the precursor library to join the reaction. Regardless

of whether zero or first order, the reaction results in an addition to the chosen linker,

and one reaction step is added to the end of synthetic route of the linker.

2. Cut. The last reaction step is removed from the synthetic route of the linker. In other

words, the synthetic route of the linker is reversed by one step back toward its parent

molecule.

3. Replace random. One reactant in the synthetic route is replaced by another from the

precursor library that has suitable functionality for the reaction of that particular step.

4. Replace like. One reactant in the synthetic route is replaced by another that has

the required functionality from the precursor library. In addition, the reactant and

its replacement must be chemically similar within a tolerance. Chemical similarity
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is computed from a chemical fingerprint, discussed in detail below. The similarity

threshold is set to 0.75.

5. New random. The linker is replaced by a new, randomly chosen compound from the

precursor library. Up to five chemical addition reactions may be applied to the newly

chosen linker before it enters the population.

6. Recombine. Another linker in the current population that shares at least one combi-

native node in the synthetic route with the linker to be evolved is randomly identified.

The nodes denote where certain reactions with correspondent functionality groups oc-

cur. A child linker is created by choosing the initial part of the synthetic route from

the first linker and the final part of the synthetic route from the second linker. In the

case of more than one common combinative node in the synthetic route, one node is

randomly chosen.

7. Multiple add. One chemically applicable reaction is randomly chosen. When multiple

reaction sites are possible on one molecule, the reaction takes place on all these sites

within one operation. One reaction step is added to the end of the synthetic route of

the linker.

It is possible using these operations to produce a molecule that has previously been created

during the run. In this case, a new molecule from the population is picked, and the evolution

step restarts. A hash log is used to record all molecules produced.

After a linker has gone through an evolution operation, selection determines whether it

is reinserted to the population or discarded. The selection is based on a five-component

vector with four binary filters, and one real number. These five components are evaluated

sequentially, as follows:

1. Number of torsions: binary filter. The number of torsions is required to be no more

than eight. Too many torsions cause excessive flexibility.
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2. Number of carboxylic sites: binary filter. The number of carboxylic sites of the molecule

is required to be exactly two. The metal SBUs examined in this work may give rise

to alternative networks when combined with organic linkers with more than two con-

nection sites; here we restrict our search to the aforementioned networks and hence to

linear two-connected linkers.

3. Mean pairwise angle: binary filter. After the first two filters are passed, a 30 ps

molecular dynamics simulation at 298 K on the molecule is performed to produce a

set of 300 conformations. The mean pairwise angle over all conformations produced

from molecule dynamics is required to be larger than a cutoff. The angle is defined as

that between two vectors, one orienting from the carbon atom and passing through the

midpoint of two oxygen atoms for the first carboxylic group metal attachment site and

the other for the second carboxylic attachment site. It is anticipated that successful

linkers will be linear, with anti-parallel attachment sites, and so desired angles are set

as ≥ 155◦.

4. Standard deviation of pairwise distance: binary filter. To avoid an entropic penalty

against incorporation of the linkers into the MOF structure, rigid linkers are preferred.

Such rigid linkers are more likely to successfully self-assemble the MOF structure.

To quantify rigidity, we measure the standard deviation of pairwise distance between

linker sites. By calculating several typical linear organic linkers of SURMOF-2,24 we

find that the largest standard deviation of pairwise distance is 0.24 Å. In this study

we used a conservative standard deviation of pairwise distance of 0.5 Å as our cutoff.

The distance is defined according to the coordinates of the carbon atoms in each of the

carboxylic sites. The standard deviation is evaluated over all conformations produced

in the molecular dynamics run.

5. Methane deliverable capacity: real. If the linker passes the filters above, a MOF is

built using the linker.25,26 The fifth component of the vector is a measure of methane
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deliverable capacity. We use grand canonical Monte Carlo to simulate equilibrium

methane uptake process in given frameworks at temperature of 298 K, and to calculate

the deliverable capacity. In each simulation, we construct a minimum supercell of the

framework in three dimensions at an interaction radius cutoff of 12.5 Å. We use the

universal force field to calculate interactions, including a tail correction.27 We calculate

adsorption at the loading pressure of 65 bar and at the depletion pressure of 5.8 bar,

both at 298 K. The second result is subtracted from the first to give the deliverable

capacity, i.e. the net excess loading between the two pressures. The reported values are

multiplied by RT0/P0 where T0 = 273.15 K and P0 = 1 bar to give units of v (STP) /v.

To maximize efficiency, we perform one methane uptake simulation with 300 Monte

Carlo steps in total for every 50 linker conformations. Greater numbers of Monte Carlo

steps did not significantly affect the average predicted deliverable capacity. The final

deliverable capacity of each linker molecule is averaged over the conformations sampled

in the molecular dynamics.

The filters are evaluated sequentially, as it is not necessary to evaluate further filters on

a given proposed linker if one of the filters is not satisfied. The selection step operates

hierarchically, comparing the first binary result, then the second, third, and fourth, and

finally computing the deliverable capacity.

After the final child molecule has satisfied all filters, it will be inserted into the population

in the rank order if its deliverable capacity is higher than the current worst molecule. Since

the population size remains constant, this results in the worst molecule being discarded.

Otherwise, the child molecule itself is discarded.

For each proposed linker, before molecular dynamics is carried out, an initial configuration

is determined. Linkers are first minimized in terms of their configurational energy in isolation,

outside the MOF, to find a local energy minimum. This sets the bond lengths and bond

angles to equilibrium values. Then amide bonds are set into the trans isomer when applicable,

i.e. N-H being in a trans conformation with respect to C=O. This is done because molecules of
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the form NHRC(=O)R’ will be planar in general, and the trans conformation is more stable.

Therefore, the amide torsions are restricted. Further exploration identifies an approximately

global energy minimum state by using the ant algorithm.28

Molecular dynamics is carried out on each molecule to explore the flexibility and space of

conformations to gauge their suitability as MOF linkers. The molecular modeling software

TINKER 6.3,29 is used to perform the molecular dynamics, if this molecule satisfies the first

two filters. The dynamics is computed for 30 ps at a temperature of 298 K. The Merck

Molecular Force Field commonly used in calculations on compounds in organic chemistry is

used here. Conformations are sampled every 0.1 ps, giving a total of 300 conformations for

each molecule.

A framework of the specified network is constructed for each conformation using the open

source porous materials analysis suite Zeo++25 and model construction algorithm.26

We use a modified Langmuir model to characterize the MOFs30

A = A∞
P

P + P1/2

[
1− θ

PP1/2

(P + P1/2)2

]
(1)

where P is pressure, A∞ is the saturation adsorption capacity of a MOF when the pressure

goes to infinity, θ < 0 is a measure of methane-methane attractive interactions, and P1/2

is the pressure at which adsorption capacity reaches one half of the maximum without the

correction term, i.e. when θ = 0. To calculate the Languir adsorption isotherm parameter

values, adsorption at 21 evenly spaced points between 0 and 100 bar was calculated. The A∞

and P1/2 parameters were determined by fitting the Languir adsorption isotherm to these 21

data points by non-linear least-squares Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm.

We use a chemical fingerprint, a type of Tanimoto similarity coefficient, to define simi-

larity between two molecules. Each molecule can be uniquely encoded into a bit string in

terms of chemical structure.31 One string consists of 1092 bits, each denoting either absence

(0) or presence (1) of a molecular motif. A motif is a selected single, double, triple or
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quadruple of types of atoms that are bonded, with types determined by the Merck Molecu-

lar Force Field. By calculating fingerprint similarities between each pair of two bit strings

over all molecules, structural similarities can be quantitatively represented. Mathematically,

fingerprint similarity t for two bit strings r and s is defined as

t(r, s) =

∑
i ri ∧ si∑
i ri ∨ si

where ri and si are the ith bit of r and s, and ∧ and ∨ are bitwise and and or.

Results

The top deliverable capacity of each net is shown in Table 1, among which the pcu net

gives highest deliverable capacity of 191.1 v(STP)/v. This value is 8% greater than our

calculated value for MOF-5. As far as we know, predicted deliverable capacities significantly

greater than MOF-5 under DOE target conditions have not been achieved before using any

computational design approaches.

Table 1: Top deliverable capacity for each net. Candidates are defined as all
molecules that have passed all filters and have a positive deliverable capacity
during the whole evolution. With our force field, MOF-5 has a deliverable
capacity of 177.6 v(STP)/v. The best predicted MOF has a deliverable capacity
of 191.1 v(STP)/v.

Net Highest Deliverable Capacity Number of Candidates
v(STP)/v

acs 183.89 817
cds 189.64 512
dia 173.28 75
hxg 162.02 30
lvt 175.16 720
nbo 179.78 516
pcu 191.07 61
rhr 155.67 239
sod 171.73 16

The distribution of deliverable capacities of all molecules in nine nets is shown in Fig. 2.
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We find 48 MOF linkers, in four nets among the nine, having a higher deliverable capacity

than MOF-5. We also show the structural formulas of linker molecules with highest methane

deliverable capacity for each net in this figure. Our calculation of the deliverable capacity
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Figure 2: Bar plot of deliverable capacity of all molecules in final populations over nine nets.
Our method finds 48 linkers with better deliverable capacity than MOF-5, in the nets of
acs, cds, nbo, and pcu. The difficulty of constructing valid frameworks varies for different
networks, and 100 linkers satisfying all constraints are not found for dia, hxg, pcu, and
sod, as shown in Table. 1. The structural formulas of best linker molecules for each net is
illustrated on the top of each bar. The different colors each represent one quartile of the
data.
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of MOF-5 at these DOE target conditions is 177.6 v(STP)/v, nearly identical to the experi-

mentally measured value of 177 v(STP)/v.22 In pcu net alone we find eight linker molecules

that outperform the 177.6 v(STP)/v methane deliverable capacity of MOF-5, as shown in

Fig. 3. Table 2 gives a few MOFs with the highest deliverable capacities in each of the nine
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Figure 3: Representative structural formulas of the eight linker molecules in pcu net with
higher deliverable capacity than MOF-5. Molecules are named as “net - deliverable capacity”.

nets. Both SBUs and identified linker molecules are listed in this table.

SBU + linker = MOF net
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Table 2: A table of MOFs from predicted linker molecules and specified SBUs in

the nine nets. Corresponding networks and calculated deliverable capacities are

also listed. The SBUs are Pd3 for acs; Cu2 for cds, lvt, nbo and rhr; V4(OH)4

for dia and sod; Ti6O6 for hxg; and Zn4O for pcu. Each SBU figure with O-C-O

connecting sites is depicted in a color scheme. Red: oxygen atoms; dark gray:

carbon atoms; white: hydrogen atoms; other colors: respective metal atoms.

We record information of the synthetic route of each linker molecule in the population,

along with what reactants are introduced from the precursor library and what chemical

reactions are applied. One example of a synthetic route for a linker in the cds net is shown

in Fig. 4.

We calculate the adsorption capacity of the 48 predicted MOFs in the four nets that

outperform MOF-5. The one with highest deliverable capacity of each net is plotted in

Fig. 5a. We characterize the diversity of the optimal MOFs by their modified Langmuir

adsorption model parameters of Eq. (1). The fitted parameters of the MOFs are illustrated

in Fig. 5b. The Henry’s constants, H = A∞/P1/2, which characterize the low-pressure

adsorption, are shown in Fig. 5c.
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produce the intermediate molecule Int060208. Int060208 undergoes another Suzuki coupling
with precursor MFCD011504842 to produce the final product Syn028362.

Discussion

A guiding principle of our approach is to efficiently search the space of possible MOF com-

pounds. We here focus on exploring the composition and conformation space of possible

linkers. We find that to search this space, a sampling rather than enumeration approach

proves more successful, echoing results founds in zeolite design.32 This efficient search of

the MOF design space, analogous to the “biased Monte Carlo” methods that revolutionized

computer simulation two decades ago, is a key methodological contribution of our work. We

emphasize that we are not screening an existing database, but rather evolving MOFs in the

composition space of all possibilities, subject to the known constraints of chemical synthesis

and selecting for structures with predicted high deliverable capacity.

We found the known MOF-5 among the results, identified in the pcu net as pcu-177.55.

MOF-5 and HKUST-1 are materials with long-standing records of the highest deliverable

capacity, 177 and 182 v(STP)/v, respectively.22 UTSA-76a is an additional MOF with high

deliverable capacity, but along with HKUST-1, is not accessible in any of the nine networks
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we consider.33 MOF-5 has been intensively studied and synthesized industrially via sev-

eral approaches.20,34 We identified 48 MOFs with a predicted methane deliverable capacity

greater than the well-studied MOF-5.

Recent studies in MOF design have identified structures with a variety of linker sizes,

shapes, and chemistry. For instance, large porphyrins have been used as building blocks

as MOF linkers.35 Long aromatic hydrocarbons, with up to 11 connected phenylene rings,

have been used to construct IRMOF-74-XI.36 Numerous linkers for MTV-MOFs and MUF-

1–MUF-7 also contain long aromatic hydrocarbons.37,38 This diversity of linker chemistry

suggests that de novo designed linkers using the approach introduced here by in silico ex-

ploration of chemical space may also be successfully incorporated into realistic MOFs. In

this regard, the recent success of in silico design of an organic structure directing agent for

the zeolite STW is also encouraging.39 Additional factors to be considered in experimental

realizations of these predictions include solubility of a given linker in a relevant reaction

solvent, variety of solvents, and temperature.

Structural properties of the linkers influence the likelihood of MOF self-assembly. Rigid

linkers are often preferred to avoid an entropic penalty for incorporation of linkers into the

MOF. Consequently, we require the standard deviation of pairwise distance, calculated over

the set of molecular conformations, to be less than 0.5 Å. We also apply a filter on the

number of torsions to eliminate linkers with excessive flexibility. As successful linkers are

anticipated to be linear with anti-parallel attachment sites, we also apply the filter of mean

pairwise angle. Loose filters tend to lead to more valid but mediocre candidates, while strict

filters lead to fewer valid but outstanding candidates.

We notice that some evolved linker molecules have long side groups pendant to the back-

bone between the two site-connecting carboxylic groups. Intuitively, these side groups could

help increase capacity because they provide more possible adsorption sites for gas molecules.

The entropy of these side groups might inhibit MOF assembly if the configurational con-

straints on the side groups are significantly greater in the MOF than in solution. As long as
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these side groups are relatively unconstrained by SBUs, i.e. no collisions prevent framework

construction, such side groups should not be notable barriers against MOF assembly. As the

side groups become larger, they may prevent an efficient packing of methane. This situation

is avoided by the optimization in the evolutionary linker search procedure. Additionally

whether side groups actually increase deliverable capacity, and not simply adsorption at

both 65 and 5.8 bar, is a subtle point that can only be answered by the detailed Monte Carlo

calculations we performed.

The parameters of the modified Langmuir adsorption model were used to characterize the

performance of predicted MOFs with adsorption capabilities exceeding MOF-5. Interestingly,

as shown in Fig. 5b, we predict that MOFs optimal for deliverable capacity are in a limited

region of the parameter space. Since for a given P1/2 and θ, larger deliverable capacities

are produced by materials with larger A∞, the optimal materials shown in Fig. 5b are those

with the largest A∞ values at each P1/2 and θ. As shown in Fig. S1ab of Supplementary

Information, there is a strong compensation effect: a decreasing A∞ or increasing P1/2 is

compenstated for by a more negative θ.

Due to the stochastic nature of the in silico evolution, the algorithm does not necessarily

form identical populations from a given net in each run. The deliverable capacity tends to

increase with evolutionary time in a reproducible way in different runs (see Supplementary

Information). Additionally, the highest deliverable capacity for each net does not fluctuate

much between different runs. Finally, the in silico evolution for a given MOF network

has a typical average computational cost. These observations suggest that the algorithm is

computationally tractable, reliable, and can provide qualitatively consistent results.

Conclusion

We predicted MOFs that optimize methane gas deliverable capacity in nine networks, using

a new in silico linker evolution procedure. Notably, 48 predicted linkers in the acs, cds,
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nbo, and pcu networks surpass MOF-5, a signature MOF with good methane deliverable

capacity in a 65–5.8 bar pressure swing system at 298 K. For each of the nine networks,

we used a SBU known experimentally to provide the appropriate linker attachment sites.

The predicted linkers were constrained to be rigid and to correctly form a MOF geometry.

The predicted linkers have promising synthetic feasibility, as previous experience in drug

design with the in silico reactions considered here succeed in high yield 86% of the time.23

Clearly the predicted linkers are just one part of the puzzle, as solution conditions must still

be identified for the linker and SBU to self-organize into the MOF. In this regard, we are

encouraged by the recent success of this approach for novel zeolite synthesis.19

We have developed an evolutionary approach to explore the space of linker molecules in

MOFs. This approach can be extended to design MOFs with multiple types of SBUs and

multiple types of linkers. This approach is another step toward the creation of a materials

genome of MOFs with designed properties. Our work is the first to use an in silico evolu-

tion procedure to create chemically synthesizable linkers that are evolved to optimize MOF

methane deliverable capacity.
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